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Official name: Kingdom of Spain

Spain is a parliamentary monarchy. 
King Felipe VI is the head of state

Member of the EU since 1986, 
Spain is the fourth economy in 
Europe. 
- Area: 504,403 sq. kms.
- Population: approx. 47 million 
people (9% are immigrants)

- Capital city: Madrid



Geography

Spain is located in the South-Western part of 
Europe. It is part of the Iberian Peninsula (occupies 

about 85% of it).

Borders with Portugal on the West, with Morocco 
on the South and with France and Andorra on the 
North-east

Spain includes the Balearic Islands in the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Canary Islands in the 
Atlantic Ocean.
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Autonomous Regions

All autonomous regions have their own government 
and parliament.

All regions are autonomous and can agree their own 
laws, taxes, budget and regulations from a common 
base stablished by the National laws.

Spain is formed by 17 autonomous comunities
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Languages

Spanish is the Official language in Spain
Spanish is the Official languages in 20 countries

It is the second most spoken language in the world
+Babbel magazine
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Main cities: MADRID



Main cities: BARCELONA



Main cities: VALENCIA



Main cities: SEVILLA
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These are Spanish inventions



We are  Leaders

Spain is also world leader in the 
number of Blue Flag Beaches

Blue flag global

Spain is the third country of 
the world in life expectancy

World population review

Spain is the second most visited country 
in the world by foreign tourists

Atlas & boots



We are  Leaders

The European country with the highest 
rate of optical fiber users in the home

Fibre systems

Spain is world leader in production 
and storage of renewable energies

Climateaction.org

Spain is the healthiest  country in the 
world. Bloomberg rankings



We are  Leaders in Solidarity

Spain is currently the first 
European host country for 
migrants and refugees

UNHRC – United Nations Organiz.

Spain is the world leader in 
organ donation and 
transplants

Medicalxpress
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